Program of Study

The developmental mathematics units that you need to complete are checked below.

- MATH 2140: Whole Numbers
- MTE 1: Operations with Positive Fractions
- MTE 2: Operations with Positive Decimals and Percents
- MTE 3: Algebra Basics
- MTE 4: First Degree Equations and Inequalities in One Variable
- MTE 5: Linear Equations, Inequalities and Systems of Linear Equations in Two Variables
- MTE 6: Exponents, Factoring and Polynomial Equations
- MTE 7: Rational Expressions and Equations
- MTE 8: Rational Exponents and Radicals
- MTE 9: Functions, Quadratic Equations, and Parabolas

• MTH 120: Intro. To Mathematics
• MTH 141: Business Mathematics I
• MTH 125: Applied Business Math

• MTH 151: Math for the Liberal Arts I
• MTH 152: Math for the Liberal Arts II
• MTH 157: Elementary Statistics

• MTH 115: Technical Mathematics I
• MTH 116: Technical Mathematics II

• MTH 163: Pre-Calculus
• MTH 166: Pre-Calculus with Trig.

NOTES:
The developmental English program is designed to prepare students for college-level English in one semester. Developmental English courses are paired with SDV 108 to create learning communities.

After successful completion of ENF 1 or ENF 2, students' progress into ENG 111 or ENF 3/ENG 111 based on faculty recommendation. Based on your selected program of study and your placement test scores, your English sequence has been marked below.

Admissions Criteria

EDUC 2151
NON-CREDIT
These students do not meet the admissions criteria for the VCCS. Refer student to Advising Center in Chapman Hall

ENF 1 (8cr)*
Preparing for College English 1

-OR-

ENF 2 (4cr)*
Preparing for College English 2

ENG 111 (3cr)
College Composition 1

ENG 112 (3cr)
College Composition 2

ENG 3 (2cr)
Preparing for College English 3